
 

Treasure Hunt: 

Find the History Heroes! 

 
Setting Up 
 
To set up the History Hero Treasure Hunt:  
 

1. First, cut up the History Hero images and clues separately from each 
other – you can print in black and white, if you want to save on ink. 
 

2. Next, put the images in/on places relevant to the clues – you can do 
this around the house or in the garden or both. For example:  
 

• Newton – in the fruit bowl next to an apple or on a tree (if 
you have an apple tree, even better!) 

• Keeffe – with flowers 

• Darwin – with any pets (if you have a pet monkey, so much 
the better!) 

• Chimney Sweeps – fireplace 

• Mary Anning – fossils/rocks/stones 

• Mozart – on a musical instrument 

• Ada Lovelace – on the computer 

• Pele – on a bit of sport equipment, ideally something to do 
with football 

• Warhol – on the television or maybe on a work of art (if you 
have an original Warhol, even better!) 

• Westwood – on a bedroom cupboard door or in the laundry 
basket 

• Shackleton – on/in the freezer 
Munch – on a parent’s head! 
 

 
How to Play 
 
1. Make yourself a cup of tea 

 
2. Settle down in a comfy chair & call the children 

 
3. Start handing out the clues: they now have to come back with the first 

Hero to receive the second clue…and so on. If you spread out the clues 
around the house as much as possible, you’ll be exercising their bodies 
along with their brains! 
 

4. When they have found all the History Heroes, you can either ask them to 
choose one and find out a bit more about their chosen hero…or do some 
baking and bake a biscuit or a cake in the shape of something to do with 
one of the History Heroes OR let them have a rest (if you have ice creams 
for them, even better!) and make yourself another cup of tea 

 

 
Have Fun! 

 



 

 

1 

Legend says I 

discovered gravity 

when an apple fell 

on my head 

 

 

2  

I wrote the book, ‘The 

Origin of Species’. I 

suggested humans were 

descended from apes 

 

      

 

3 

I made my first 

great fossil find in 

Lyme Regis when I 

was 12 years old 

 

 

4 

I was writing and 

playing music 

throughout Europe by 

the age of 6 

 

      

 

5 

At 17, I scored 2 

goals for Brazil to 

help them win the 

1958 World Cup 

Final 

 

 

6 

Born in 1815, I have 

been described as the 

‘first computer 

programmer’ 

 

      



 

7 

I said, “I hate 

flowers. I paint 

them because 

they’re cheaper 

than models and 

don’t move” 

 

 

8 

We were fed too 

little food to 

help us fit up the 

chimneys more 

easily 

     

 

9 

I famously said, 

“In the future 

everyone will be 

famous for 15 

minutes 

 

 

10 

A leading fashion 

designer, I made 

my name with 

Punk Rock & New 

Wave fashion 

     

 

11 

In 1915 my ship, 

Endurance, was 

trapped and 

crushed by ice 

in the Antarctic 

 

 

12 

My painting, ‘The 

Scream’ is seen 

as expressing 

great anxiety 

 


